In this article we present a compiler-based technique to help develop correct real-time systems. The domain we consider is that of multiprogrammed real-time applications, in which periodic tasks control physical systems via interacting with external sensors and actuators. While a system is up and running, these operations must be performed as specified-otherwise the system may fail. Correctness depends not only on each program individually, but also on the time-multiplexed behavior of all of the programs running together. Errors due to overloaded resources are exposed very late in a development process, and often at runtime. They are usually remedied by humanintensive activities such as instrumentation, measurement, code tuning and redesign. We describe a static alternative to this process, which relies on well-accepted technologies from optimizing compilers and fixed-priority scheduling. Specifically, when a set of tasks are found to be overloaded, a scheduling analyzer determines candidate tasks to be transformed via program slicing. The slicing engine decomposes each of the selected tasks into two fragments: one that is "time critical" and the other "unobservable." The unobservable part is then spliced to the end of the timecritical code, with the external semantics being maintained. The benefit is that the scheduler may postpone the unobservable code beyond its original deadline, which can enhance overall schedulability. While the optimization is completely local, the improvement is realized globally, for the entire task set.
INTRODUCTION
A real-time application is characterized by the existence of two competing factors: its functional specification and its temporal requirements. Functional specifications define valid translations from inputs into outputs. As such they are realized by a set of programs, which consume CPU time. Temporal requirements, on the other hand, place upper and lower bounds between occurrences of events [Dasarathy 1985; Jahanian and Mok 1986 ]. An example is "the robot arm must receive a next-position update every 10 ms." Such a constraint arises from the system's requirements or from a detailed analysis of the application environment. Temporal requirements implicitly limit the time that can be provided by the system's resources.
Thus, the "art" of real-time development lies in balancing the implementation's resource demands on one hand and its temporal requirements on the other. If the desired balance cannot be achieved, the result is usually a costly process of low-level system tuning, involving expensive hardware monitors (e.g., in-circuit emulators, logic analyzers, etc.), taking careful measurements, and then reordering (or restructuring) various key operations. As a last resort, entire subsystems may have to be redesigned altogether.
In this article we present a static alternative to this process, which is based on two interrelated components: a compiler transformation known as program slicing [Ottenstein and Ottenstein 1984; Venkatesh 1991; Weiser 1984] and priority-based scheduling theory. Surprisingly, while our use of static program slicing often leads to longer execution times-and even higher utilizations-it simultaneously helps achieve real-time correctness and schedulability for the entire system. For this reason we call the transformation real-time task slicing.
Programming Model
We address the problem of optimizing the most classical type of real-time application -a set of periodic tasks, scheduled to execute on a single CPU. This model can be described by the following terms.
-A task (denoted by the letter τ ) is a single-threaded program, which executes with positive periodicity and never terminates. This type of program is the most common building block found in real-time applications. In real-time programming environments (e.g., see the experimental languages in Kligerman and Stoyenko [1986] , Lin and Natarajan [1988] , Nirkhe [1992] , and Wolfe et al. [1991] ) a construct such as "every t do B" denotes that the program fragment B is dispatched at times 0, t, 2t, etc.
-A task set (denoted Γ = {τ 1 , . . . , τ n }) is a collection of time-multiplexed, periodic tasks, which are dispatched starting at time 0. A real-time scheduler decides when each task gets the CPU. The particular scheduling discipline can either be preemptive or nonpreemptive. Other than that, the tasks are considered mutually independent-although nonblocking communication can often be enforced through the assignment of timing constraints and via copy-in/copy-out operations ].
This traditional model, while very simple, has been the reference point for most advances in the area of real-time systems. It has been generalized to accommodate dis-· 527 tributed systems, network protocols, shared databases [Jeffay 1983; Sha et al. 1986 ], etc.
Real-Time Task Slicing
Consider a construct such as "every 10ms do B," which denotes that the block B is dispatched at times 0, 10, 20, 30, etc. In most programming environments for real time (including the above-cited experimental languages), there is also an additional constraint-that the ith task invocation always finishes before period i + 1 starts. We call this a "code-based" semantics, since it mandates that all of the code in B must fit properly within each 10ms time frame. If this fails to occur, even once, then the entire application is considered unstable. Since there is no distinction made between operations within B, all operations are considered time dependent-and all may have an influence on the physical process being controlled. Our approach is different: to use program annotations denoting "observable operations" within B. Since externally observable events are the only operations having a visible effect on the external world, we ensure only that B's observable events must fit properly within the 10ms time frame. This looser semantics yields an immediate benefit: if necessary, unobservable code can slip past the end of the time frame, and the application will remain safe. As a consequence, we may be able to automatically tune a program by moving some of its unobservable code after the observable operations.
For simplicity, in this article's sequel we consider all "input" and "output" operations to be observable. In practice any relevant instruction can be annotated as triggering an observable event; thus the approach can be extended to most notions of communication. For example, an event can be a message-passing operation, an access to memory-mapped I/O, an instruction that induces side-effects on other tasks, or for that matter, a reference to any designated function call or variable.
Consider the following set of requirements, which are typical of real-time control loops.
(1) Every 25ms, read a new measurement from an external sensor. (2) Using the new sensor reading and the current state, produce an actuator command and update the state. (3) Send the actuator its output before taking the next sensor reading.
The program fragment below realizes the specification.
L1: every 25ms { L2:
input(Sensor, &data); L3: cmd = nextCmd(state, data); L4: state = nextState(state, data); L5:
output(Actuator, cmd); } Our event-based semantics only requires that the observable operations L2 and L5 execute within every 25ms, while allowing the executions of local computations L3 and L4 to stretch over the 25ms time frame. Unless the program's control and data dependences are violated, this transformation should always be safe. The following code shows the result of such transformation.
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(k − 1)st kth (k + 1)st (k + 2)nd period 
}
The code fragment in the left column is time critical and should be executed within every 25ms. Note that local computation L3 appears in the time-critical code, since it generates a command which is used by an observable statement L5. On the other hand, the code fragment in the right column can be delayed. The distinction between observable and unobservable operations becomes apparent after the tuning process starts. Specifically, it enables real-time task slicing to automatically achieve schedulability. And while the transformation is applied to each individual task, its effect is global, on the entire system.
The key idea behind this method is based on a simple fact:
An application's schedulability improves whenever we can increase the deadlines (or periods) of its constituent tasks.
The same effect is achieved by allowing a task to slide past its deadline, while maintaining the original event-based semantics. We can realize this benefit by transforming a task, so that its time-sensitive component always executes within its frame, while its unobservable part can be postponed. To accomplish this, the transform tool decomposes an unschedulable task into two slices: one that is "time critical" and the other "unobservable." Then it "glues" the unobservable slice to the end of the time-critical slice and substitutes the resulting code for the original task. Figure 1 pictorially illustrates the net effect of this transformation. The downward and upward arrows represent the execution of input and output events within the same time frame. In the (k + 1)st period, the entire task execution does not finish within its allowable time frame. However, such an execution is acceptable, since all observable events meet the deadline.
Although task slicing is applied locally, the problem inherently requires complex interaction between a scheduling analyzer and the task slicer. Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between the scheduling analyzer/priority assigner and the realtime task slicer. If the task set is schedulable, the priority algorithm determines a priority assignment for it. If no feasible priority assignment can be found, the scheduling analyzer helps identify the tasks whose transformation will most likely lead to a schedulable system. Then they are fed to the slicer, after which the entire task set is again tested for schedulability. While our use of the "classical real-time model" [Liu and Layland 1973] allows us to concentrate on the issue of real-time slicing, it does not reduce the utility of our approach. For example, most distributed scheduling algorithms use uniprocessor algorithms at each node 1 -and our method can be adapted there as well.
Remainder of the Article
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey related techniques in both program analysis and real-time systems. In Section 3 we motivate our transformation algorithm via a high-level characterization of discretecontrol loops, and we describe some typical scheduling methods used to dispatch them. In Section 4 we provide a technical treatment of program slicing that forms the crux of our transformation. In Section 5 we give an overview of scheduling analysis for the sliced task model, and in Section 6 we put the analysis method to use-and harness it in a priority-ordering algorithm. The algorithm decides which are the best tasks to get sliced and determines the resulting priority order for the entire task set. We conclude the article in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Our approach is strongly motivated by recent advances in real-time fixed-priority scheduling theory and static compiler transformation techniques. In this section we survey these areas, as well as compiler-based techniques for real-time programming.
Preemptive Fixed-Priority Scheduling
In any nontrivial real-time system, there are usually many periodic tasks that share the CPU and other resources. The tasks must be scheduled in a way that allows all of them to adhere to their timing constraints. This is often done via a fixed-priority, preemptive scheduler, which is the method we use in the article. A priority-based scheduler is quite simple to implement in most kernels, and it typically requires · Richard Gerber and Seongsoo Hong little if any extra hardware support. Also, these algorithms are often amenable to analytical analysis before runtime-a key ingredient in our approach. A fixed-priority scheduler usually consists of offline and online components. The role of the offline component is to determine whether a task set is schedulable and, if so, to assign each task a single static priority. Then, starting at time 0, the online component repeatedly invokes each task at its specified rate, and it ensures that the CPU is always used by the highest-priority task that requires it. If necessary, this invariant is maintained by preempting a currently running, lower-priority task, which is then resumed later. We elaborate on the details of this paradigm in Section 3.2.
Once tasks have been assigned priorities, it is easy to analyze their behavior under this type of scheduling scheme. One can just run a simulation of a timeline starting at 0 and assume that tasks always require their worst-case execution time. The simulation ends when the timeline reaches the least-common multiple of the task periods. If all task instances are able to finish within their time frames, then the priority assignment is considered safe.
Analytical results in scheduling theory attempt to capture the essence of this simulation method, without actually having to carrying it out. This provides a quick way to test whether a given priority assignment will work; hence, it can also guide assigning the priorities in the first place.
Rate-monotonic scheduling, originally developed by Liu and Layland, was the first well-known result of this kind. In their seminal paper, Liu and Layland [1973] proposed a scheme in which tasks are assigned priorities in inverse order to their periods (hence the name rate-monotonic scheduling, or RMS). They also showed that such priority assignment is optimal, in the sense that whenever it fails to find a feasible priority ordering, so will any other static priority ordering.
Recent research has generalized this result. Leung and Merill [1980] showed that a deadline-monotonic priority assignment is also optimal where deadlines may be shorter than periods. (This case arises where a task is invoked periodically, but where it also possesses an "internal deadline" within its period. The deadline is measured relative to its release time.) Sha et al. [1990] presented two protocols which enable tasks to interact via shared resources, while still guaranteeing the tasks' deadlines. Resource sharing may cause a high-priority task to be blocked, while a lower-priority task uses a critical section. (This is a form of "priority inversion.") These protocols allow one to predict the worst-case blocking times in such situations, which can then be factored into the scheduling analysis.
Recently, a group of researchers at the University of York developed a set of analytical techniques which can provide schedulability tests for broad classes of tasks, including those whose deadlines are greater than their periods [Burns 1994; Tindell et al. 1994] . (Note that the deadline and the period of a task are two distinct timing constraints, e.g., the period denotes the spacing between task instances, whereas the deadline denotes the permissible input-to-output propagation delay for each instance.)
But a scheduling analyzer can do little when it determines that a task set is not schedulable. Also, it can rarely help a programmer tune the system, which is the inevitable next step. This is because the "task" is considered simply as an uninterpreted block of execution time-with some timing constraints, but no other · 531 semantics to speak of. Our approach is different: to "open up" the task to consider its event-based semantics and then convert an unschedulable application into a schedulable one.
Program Slicing
We have found program slicing a valuable tool for the task transformation problem at hand. Weiser [1979] first formulated the definition of program slicing and presented two of its potential applications in Weiser [1984] : program debugging and parallelizing execution [Weiser 1983 ]. Slicing isolates the statements which (may) affect a value computed at a specific program point-exactly the type of exercise which one often pursues in program debugging. Slicing can isolate the flows of control leading to a suspected bug; thus it can help a programmer track down the bug's potential sources in the code.
Weiser also proposed slicing as a tool to help convert single-threaded programs into parallel ones. The idea is to independently execute several slices in paralleleach corresponding to different parts of the program-and then to dynamically correlate their outputs in a way that preserves the original semantics [Weiser 1983 ]. Our task transformation is somewhat influenced by this approach, and it shares the essential code transformation strategy: slicing and then splicing two parts of a program together. But thanks to the sequential nature of our real-time tasks, we only need to statically splice the sliced program parts to solve our problem. Observe that we do not have to dynamically reconstruct the outputs of the transformed tasks, since all output-generating statements are in one slice, and local computations are in the other. Since our transformed tasks run sequentially and do not execute any code speculatively, all slicing and splicing decisions are carried out statically, before the application is run. Also, rather than producing multiple slices based on several criteria, we generate only two slices per task, and we statically splice them by sequentially composing one after another. This type of static transformation allows one to statically bound the worst-case execution time and to achieve the kind of timing determinism that is essential in a hard real-time system. However, static splicing comes at some cost. Since the transformation changes the statement ordering, our slices must take into account output and antidependences, as well as flow dependences.
Since the introduction by Weiser, program slicing has been used in a wide spectrum of applications and has appeared in several variations. In the taxonomy proposed by Venkatesh [1991] , slicing may assume eight possible forms-a number computed by altering three two-valued parameters. Although the taxonomy does not cover every form of program slicing, it provides a means to classify most of the conventional program-slicing techniques. First, a slicing algorithm is either static or dynamic. A static slicer is run before a program is executed, and it makes no assumptions about input values. A dynamic slicer produces a slice based on a specific trace, corresponding to a given input state. Next, a slice is either backward or forward. A backward slice is produced by traversing control and data flows backward, from the last program position to the first. (A forward traversal produces a forward slice). Finally, an executable slice is an executable subset of the original program; a nonexecutable subset is called a closure. Our algorithm produces static, backward slices, which are indeed executable.
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Static slicing requires a convenient way of storing and then accessing a program's control and data dependences. For this purpose we use a data structure called a program dependence graph (PDG), which represents all essential dependences between statements in a single graph. Since Ottenstein and Ottenstein [1984] first proposed to use PDGs to help compute program slices, PDG-based slicing algorithms have been popular, mainly because the PDG converts slicing into a simple graph walk problem. This convenience is even more manifest in the case of real-time task slicing, where we have to include all three types of data dependences in a single PDG (and not just flow dependences). Moreover, our PDGs are representations of the programs themselves, in that they maintain a one-to-one correspondence between a node and a source line.
Other algorithms compute program slices using different techniques, such as dataflow equations (e.g., Weiser [1984] , etc.). Tip [1995] presents a comprehensive survey on program slicing and covers a variety of issues including interprocedural slicing, slicing in the presence of gotos and parametric slicing. But in this article we restrict ourselves to a simple PDG-based slicing algorithm and concentrate only on real-time issues.
Compiler-Based Techniques for Real-Time Programming
There has been a variety of work within the category of code transformation for real-time programming. These approaches, while addressing different problems associated with real-time programming, share the goal of enhancing the predictability and schedulability of programs.
In Gopinath and Gupta [1990] a compiler tool classifies an application program on the basis of its predictability and monotonicity and creates partitions which have a higher degree of adaptability. Specifically, the tool denotes whether a piece of code belongs in one of four classes; based on this classification, programs are rearranged to help support adaptive run-time scheduling. The objective is to produce a transformed program possessing a smaller variance in its execution time. In Nirkhe [1992] a partial evaluator is applied to a source program, which produces residual code that is both more optimized and more deterministic. In Younis et al. [1994] an approach to speculative execution is postulated for distributed real-time systems. The idea is that the speculative "shadow threads" are forked off to execute on available resources. This type of transformation can be viewed as an application of Weiser's slicing-and-splicing technique [Weiser 1983 ], as described above.
Finally, Gerber and Hong [1993; 1995] show how to use event-based semantics to help correct faults within a single task. (Such a problem can occur when the task's execution time stretches over its specified deadline.) The transformation algorithm corrects such faults using a variant of trace scheduling [Fisher 1981 ], in which worstcase paths of the infeasible task are selected, and then unobservable code is moved to shorten their execution time. However the approach in Hong and Gerber [1993] and is limited to intratask code scheduling and does not address the global types of real-time task-scheduling issues in this article.
In fact, real-time task slicing differs from all of the above-mentioned approaches, in that it quantitatively addresses the most fundamental and classical problem in real-time systems-that of real-time scheduling. Its transformations are guided by an analytic measure of schedulability, which is used as its primary optimiza-· 533 tion criterion. All of the above approaches may contribute to achieving schedulability, and some are complementary to ours. For example, the partial evaluator in Nirkhe [1992] will propagate compile-time values through the source, hopefully producing a residual which takes less time. And our prior work on correcting timing faults within single tasks Hong and Gerber 1993] is certainly a precondition to achieving global schedulability. But to our knowledge, real-time task slicing is the first method which works hand-in-hand with a scheduling analyzer, with the goal of achieving deterministic, global schedulability of an entire task set.
Timing Analysis
Timing analysis is a key step in building a real-time application; this is especially true in a hard real-time system, in which all deadlines must be met. Many analysis techniques have been proposed, ranging from static, source-based methods to profilers and testing tools, through some combination thereof. While profiling usually produces the tightest results, it presupposes a completely developed system-as well as a test suite that achieves pessimistic worst-case coverage. Static, compilerbased analysis can be used much earlier in the design cycle, and it can usually yield conservative worst-case coverage. But this is also its downside: the result can be a "worst of all worst cases," i.e., an experimentally unachievable measurement. Yet static analysis is developing at a rapid pace, and tools are now being produced which can yield tighter results.
The technique reported in Park and Shaw [1990] is based on a simple sourcelevel timing schema, and it is fairly straightforward to implement in a tool. In Harmon et al. [1992] another approach for more accurate timing is proposed; the resulting tool was able to analyze microinstruction streams using machine description rules, and thus it was retargetable to various architectures. On the other hand, neither approach addresses the problem of predicting architecture-specific timing behavior due to the various latencies inherent in memory hierarchies and pipelines.
New results have begun to account for this timing variance. Zhang et al. [1993] presented a timing analyzer based on a mathematical model of the pipelined Intel 80C188 processor. This analysis method is able to take into account the overlap between instruction execution and fetching, which is an improvement over schemes where instruction executions are treated individually. Arnold et al. [1994] presented a timing prediction method called static cache simulation to statically analyze memory and cache reference patterns. Lim et al. [1994] described a timing analysis tool based on a model called the extended timing schema. This approach essentially relies on attribute grammars [Aho et al. 1986 ] to backward-propagate cache and pipeline information in the program's syntax tree. Using this technique, the tool rules out provably ineligible execution paths from a task, and this streamlines the process of finding its real worst-case paths-and hence, bounding its execution time.
However, no static timing tool is precise enough to be used with complete confidence for developing production-quality software. Moreover, even sophisticated timing analysis methods such as Lim et al. [1994] and Arnold et al. [1994] are not appropriate for fine-grained instruction timing. In Section 4.2 we explain how one can use these tools in spite of the limitations, by taking advantage of software profiling, as well as static timing prediction. Specifically, our slicing technique does · Richard Gerber and Seongsoo Hong not require any static analyzer: it can be used to first transform the program, with the timing carried out later by a runtime profiler.
OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
As we have discussed, "schedulability" is, by definition, a key metric that drives our real-time task slicing, and thus it requires cooperation between the real-time scheduler and the compiler tool. But this presents two competing demands: (1) it is desirable to maintain the traditional separation of concerns between compilation and scheduling and (2) schedulability depends on complex task interactions that are often exposed at runtime.
In this section we show how real-time task slicing satisfies these demands. In doing so, we discuss the characteristics of a sample target domain-discrete control applications. Since discrete control software possesses many representative properties that can be found in other applications (e.g., multimedia, vision, etc.), this discussion has close analogues in other types of real-time systems.
Characterization of Discrete Control Software
Many discrete control algorithms possess computations that fit a fixed-rate algorithm paradigm [Krause 1991 ], i.e., control-loops which execute repetitively with fixed periods. During each period, the physical-world measurement data are sampled, and then actuator commands are computed. Meanwhile, a set of states is updated based on the current state and the sampled data.
The dynamic behavior of a first-order discrete control system can be expressed by the following equations:
In these equations, Input k , State k , and Output k respectively represent the input, current state, and output of the kth period; g is an output generation function, and h is a state evolution function.
Control equations are thought of as simultaneous relationships (and not as a computation procedure); thus the functions g and h can be implemented in a variety of different ways. The usual practice is to choose a single ordering and then to code it up as a cyclic control-loop. The actual loop structure is driven by one's personal programming style, or perhaps the availability of generic code modules. But regardless of the choice (unless the underlying control laws are stateless), g and h mandate key precedence constraints, denoted by "≺":
The typical way to enforce these constraints is to use the "code-based" semantics and ensure that each iteration of the control-loop completes by the end of its period. This means that the (k + 1)st iteration starts only after the kth iteration ends. Figure 3 illustrates the effect, while the kth iteration is "blown up" in 
Fixed-Priority Preemptive Scheduling
A real-time system typically consists of more than a single control loops, and hence, the CPU has to be multiplexed so that all loops meet their timing constraints. This is the role of the real-time scheduler.
In this article we assume a fixed-priority, preemptive-scheduling model, which can easily accommodate a set of periodic loops. A fixed-priority scheme has several advantages over other real-time scheduling methods. Its runtime mechanism is simple and efficient, and it can be implemented in many off-the-shelf operating systems. Also, its associated runtime queues are quite small (i.e., a maximum of one slot for each task). On the other hand, calendar-based scheduling [Xu and Parnas 1991] may require storing large task schedules (i.e., a maximum of one slot for each instance of each task invocation, up to the least-common multiple of all periods). Finally, fixed-priority algorithms lend themselves to relatively fast analytical methods for offline schedulability tests.
The following scenario gets played out at runtime. Starting at time 0, each task is invoked at its specified rate. The online dispatcher makes sure that the highestpriority active task always has use of the CPU; if necessary, this is achieved by preempting a lower-priority task. As depicted in Figure 5 , this scheme can easily be implemented by using two kernel-level queues: a run queue and a delay queue [Burns et al. 1995; Katcher et al. 1993] . The run queue is sorted by priority, and it holds tasks which have been invoked to execute, but are not yet finished-where the head of the queue contains the currently running task. The delay queue holds tasks waiting to be released, and they are ordered by start time. Thus, when the dispatcher releases a task, it simply moves it from the delay queue into the run queue. If the task's place is at the head of the queue, then it preempts the currently running task, which gets resumed later. This type of dispatching is supported with the aid of a hardware interval timer (which gets handled by an interrupt service routine). The offline analyzer's job is to assign a priority to each task and to check whether the task set can can be scheduled. The problem components are as follows:
. . , τ n }, the set of n tasks to be scheduled. -T i denotes the period of task τ i . -c i denotes the worst-case computation time of τ i 's single invocation, which does not include the time τ i is blocked.
While task τ i does not always realize its worst-case execution time, when analyzing hard real-time tasks we have to assume that it does. Our objective is to provide a guarantee based on worst-case (rather than average-case) behavior. In this article we make two additional abstractions, which simplify the analysis of the online dispatcher's operation. First, we assume that the runtime overhead induced by the dispatcher itself is zero. (Usually context switching and clock interrupt-handling latencies inject some penalty.) Second, we assume a task gets released into the system as soon as its period starts (and that it does not suffer the delay imposed by the the kernel's reaction time). There are some simple engineering solutions which can be used to avoid these two simplifications, and they explicitly incorporate kernel overhead into the offline scheduling analysis [Burns et al. 1995; Katcher et al. 1993] .
Given our problem components, assigning a static priority ordering to the tasks is easy- Liu and Layland's [1973] rate-monotonic result tells us that priorities should be assigned in rate order, with the highest-rate task getting the highest priority, and so on. This assignment is optimal, i.e., whenever the tasks can be scheduled with some other priority ordering, the rate-monotonic assignment would have worked, too.
Once the priorities are assigned, some simple analysis can verify whether the task set is schedulable. Static techniques attempt to analytically capture a worst-case simulated timeline-i.e., the time during which the system's runtime utilization will · 537 be the greatest. For the scheduling algorithms that we examine in this article, this "worst-case duration" starts when all of the tasks are released simultaneously. If a task can meet its deadline during this period, it will succeed in all other task phasings, too. (This fact is used in the proof of Liu and Layland's [1973] result; it has also led to necessary and sufficient tests for general static-priority schedulers [Lehoczky et al. 1989; Tindell et al. 1994 ].) Using this fact, we can determine the schedulability of the entire task set by incrementally checking whether each task is schedulable. We check τ i 's schedulability as follows: (1) we set an imaginary clock to time 0; (2) assume that τ i gets released with all of the system's higher-priority tasks at time 0; and then (3) calculate the time it takes for τ i 's to finish under these circumstances. This worst-case finish time is called τ i 's response time.
Since τ i can run only when it has the highest priority, its response time will consist of two factors: its execution time c i and the time during which τ i is preempted by the higher-priority tasks. This second factor is known as interference.
If we can confirm that the maximum response time of τ i is no greater than T i , we can guarantee that τ i will meet its deadline even in the worst case. We first consider the typical "code-based" case where a task must finish within its period.
Let hp(i) denote the set of tasks which have higher priority than τ i . Then R i , denoting the maximum response time of task τ i , is computed as follows:
The second term of Eq. (1) is τ i 's interference-i.e., the time during which it gets preempted by the higher-priority tasks. For example, R i /T j denotes the maximum number of τ j instances executed during the interval R i ; thus R i /T j c j is the maximum interference due to τ j . As Eq.
(1) is a recurrence equation on R i , a recursive algorithm can compute R i by initially assigning it c i and then generating new values until it converges on a fixpoint (or exceeds T i ).
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Consider the case of three periodic tasks in Table I to see how the schedulability analysis works. We assume the source of task τ 2 is given in Figure 6 . Since the periods are equal to the deadlines, rate-monotonic priority assignment is a natural choice. In Table I the row order corresponds to the priority order-i.e., τ 1 is assigned the highest priority. We can carry out the response time analysis for these tasks using Eq. (1) as follows:
For τ 1 : R 1 = 400 < T 1 = 1000 For τ 2 : R 2 = 400 + 800/1000 400 = 800 < T 2 = 1600 For τ 3 : R 3 = 570 + 2570/1000 400 + 2570/1600 400 = 2570 > T 3 = 2500
Observe that the two high-priority tasks τ 1 and τ 2 are schedulable, while τ 3 is not. (R 3 is greater than T 3 when τ 3 runs at priority 3.) The simulated timeline in Figure 7 pictorially illustrates what the analysis above tells us-that when all three tasks get released simultaneously, τ 1 and τ 2 repeatedly preempt τ 3 , which ends up missing its deadline of 2500. And since the rate-monotonic assignment is optimal, no other fixed-priority assignment will suffice either-unless the code-based semantics is abandoned! Fig. 8 . Decomposed task at the kth period.
Scheduling with Compiler Transformations
When a system is found to be unschedulable, current engineering practice forces programmers to manually pick some critical tasks from the task set and then to hand-optimize them. Such system tuning is often repeated many times, until the entire task set finally achieves schedulability. We aim to ease this process by providing a semiautomatic task transformation method: real-time task slicing. Real-time task slicing is based on the following simple observation:
Traditional scheduling techniques implicitly assume that each controlloop properly executes within its time frame. But the event-based semantics mandates only that the observable event-generating operations get finished within the originally specified deadline.
This observation leads us to the following method. We decompose a task τ into two fragments-one containing all observable event operations and the other containing all remaining local operations. We call the former the IO-handler and the latter the state-update component, and we denote them τ IO and τ State , respectively. Figure 8 demonstrates the decomposition of the control-loop task originally shown in Figure 4 .
After the decomposition, we ensure that the IO-handler will execute within its allowable time frame. On the other hand, we may occasionally have to postpone the execution of the state-update part. Finally, we maintain precedence constraints between τ IO and τ State , which are originally induced by the task's data and control dependences.
The task decomposition itself is carried out by static program slicing. As we stressed above, we put the greatest emphasis on preserving the timing behavior of observable events and the precedence constraints derived in Section 3.1.
Before systematically presenting our slicing procedure, we show its ultimate effect on our example task set. Assume that slicing τ 2 yields the greatest benefit in schedulability. We then decompose τ 2 's code into its IO component τ where the time unit is 10µs. Note that the sum of the two execution times is slightly greater than the original execution time 400 of τ 2 . This is due to replicated code, additional register loads, etc. Also note that the conditional statement "if (!null(data))" is preprocessed by a source-level transformer; it is split into a store of its outcome (in the variable "c 1") and subsequent tests of "c 1" to control the associated conditionals. We revisit this issue shortly in Section 4. To enforce that the precedence constraints we splice them together via sequential composition. The net result is the following execution behavior: 
AUTOMATIC TASK DECOMPOSITION BY PROGRAM SLICING
Our transformation slices a task into two components: one containing all observable events and the other containing only local state-update operations. This easily stated objective translates into a highly difficult compiler problem-in part due to a program's intertwined threads of control, nested control structures, complex data dependences among statements, etc. To deal with such problems in a systematic manner, we adopt a well-known compiler technique called program slicing.
Slicing has greatly evolved since its birth in Weiser [1984] , and many newer algorithms effectively address the problems mentioned above. We have chosen a slicing algorithm based on a formalism known as the program dependence graph [Ferrante and Ottenstein 1987; Horwitz et al. 1990; Ottenstein and Ottenstein 1984] .
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A program dependence graph is a suitable data structure for slicing, mainly because it integrates both data and control flows into a single graph, and thus reduces program slicing into a graph walk problem [Ottenstein and Ottenstein 1984] .
To concentrate on the issue at hand-i.e., real time-in this article, we make the following simplifying assumptions on the underlying program structure: -Each conditional contains only a simple boolean variable as its guard.
-Unrestricted jump statements such as goto and break are not present in a task's code.
The first assumption is easily satisfied by a simple source-level code transformation on conditionals (if-then-else), as follows:
(1) Predicate "P" in a conditional "if (P)" is taken out and is modified into an assignment on a temporary boolean variable such as "c i = P."
(2) The assignment is plugged in right before the conditional.
(3) The original conditional is changed to "if (c i)."
This transformation allows the resultant code to evaluate a conditional guard only once, and if necessary, to reuse its result. This allows us to repeat conditional structures in the spliced code (as in Figure 9 ) and to break the antidependences that could potentially inhibit this transformation. (If guards were not stored, then a conditional structure such as "if (P) . . . " would often not be a candidate for slicing and splicing, since any variable used in P could easily get redefined before the second test of P.)
The second assumption ensures that the program is written in a well-structured form, i.e., using assignment statements, if-then-else, while loops, compound statements, etc., but not gotos or breaks. As a consequence we will avoid discussing the complications associated with slicing in the presence of unrestricted controlflow. Also, our definition of control dependence can be made simpler than that found in Ferrante and Ottenstein [1987] . The price we may pay, however, is a lack of generality. But since many real-time programming languages allow only "structured" programs without unrestricted gotos, this does not impose serious restrictions on our approach.
The Program-Slicing Algorithm
We are concerned with executable, backward, static program slicing, i.e., (1) each slice is executable as an individual program and (2) slices are computed according to statically available, backward data and control-flow information.
Conceptually, a backward slice of a program P , with respect to program point p and expression e, consists of P 's statements and control predicates that may affect the value of e at point p. A pair p, e is often called a slicing criterion, and its associated slice is denoted as P/ p, e . The idea is that to determine the value of e at p, we need only execute the slice P/ p, e .
However, a slice computed in our approach may include more code than this minimum amount. Recall our periodic controller task τ 2 of Figure 6 . The following fragment is the slice τ 2 / L10, cmd , which ends up being τ ), t5 of L4 would get an incorrect value from L7 (this is called antidependence). Also, statement L10 is included because it generates an observable event. Finally, the predicate on line L2 and the assignment L2 are included, because the execution of statements L3, L6, L7, L9, and L10 (hence the value of "cmd") depends on the boolean outcome of the predicate (this is called control dependence).
Thus, unlike many other slicing algorithms, we need to consider all three kinds of data dependences-flow, anti-, and output dependences. This can be done in a straightforward manner by extending the definition of the program dependence graph accordingly, as shown below.
Definition 4.1.1 (EPDG). The extended program dependence graph EPDG = (V, E), where we have the following; -The vertices V represent the task's statements, i.e., assignments, control predicates, and observable statements (such as output and input). In addition there is a distinguished vertex "entry," which represents the root of the task.
-The edges E are of two sorts. An edge n 1 c → n 2 denotes a control dependence between n 1 and n 2 . That is, either (1) n 1 is an entry vertex, and n 2 is not nested within any loop or conditional, or (2) n 1 represents a control predicate, and n 2 is immediately nested within the loop or conditional whose predicate is represented by n 1 . An edge n 1 d → n 2 denotes either a flow, output, or antidependence. That is, control can reach n 2 after n 1 via a path along which there is no definition of variable v and (1) n 1 defines v, and n 2 uses v (flow dependence); (2) n 2 defines v, and n 1 uses v (antidependence); or (3) both n 1 and n 2 define v (output dependence). For simplicity, the edge labels are omitted in subsequent figures.
We define "p ⇒ * q" to mean that node p can reach node q via zero or more control dependence edges or data dependence edges.
The program dependence graph of τ 2 's code of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 10 . In this particular example, there are no instances of an output dependence. Note that we do not consider loop-carried dependences induced by the task's periodic structure, since we never interleave two successive task instances. The slice of program P with respect to program point p and expression e (i.e., P/ p, e ) can be obtained through a traversal of P 's program dependence graph. Since p denotes a vertex of the EPDG, associating a vertex in EPDG with a single source line greatly simplifies the process of isolating a slice from a program. We preprocess a source program so that all assignment statements and control predicates lie on a separate textual lines.
Thus in our problem domain, the slicing criterion p, e need not include the expression e itself, since e is the entire right-hand side in p.
3 It follows that, for us, the program point p alone can serve as a slicing criterion.
We can extend the definition of a program slice for a set of slicing criteria C in a natural way and define P/C = p ∈C P/ p . A simple algorithm to compute a slice is given below.
Algorithm 4.1.2. Computes the slice P/ n :
Step 1 Compute the slice by a backward traversal of EP DG such that
Step 2 Mark all nodes in P/ n . Figure 11 shows the graph that results from taking a slice of the program dependence graph in Figure 10 with respect to criterion L10 .
One of our essential objectives is to provide the right slicing criteria for the algorithm, so that the computed IO slice of a task "covers" all the observable behaviors of the original task. Let C IO (τ) be a set of slicing criteria for IO slice of task τ . Thus C IO (τ) should contain all program points corresponding to the observable operations in the program. Given this, the task decomposition algorithm is given below: Step 1 Compute the slice of τ with respect to C IO (τ) using Algorithm 4.1.2. Delete the unmarked source lines from τ , and the result is the generated slice τ/C IO (τ), which becomes τ IO .
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Step 2 Delete from τ all statements also contained in τ IO , except for the conditional statements. Delete conditional statements which guard only an empty statement. The remaining code becomes τ State . Finally, we produce our transformed task τ by splicing τ IO and τ State together via sequential composition. We then have to retime the transformed code, as well as separately generate the worst-case execution time for τ IO , which we denote as c IO . Note that time of τ can easily exceed that of the original τ , since (1) control structures are replicated and executed twice and (2) splitting basic blocks may increase the number of register load and store operations [Aho et al. 1986 ].
Practical Considerations
As we have stated, the above presentation of real-time slicing is rather idealized; we abstracted out some of the practical considerations that one would have to face when building a production-quality tool. On the other hand, any tool's success will be contingent upon the inherent limitations of static program analysis. In the following discussion, we elaborate on some of these problems and point out some ways of working around them. Real-time task slicing relies on imprecise static data-flow analysis to compute program slices. For the sake of soundness, we have to be conservative. That is, in practice we have to assume a data dependence relationship between any two statements, unless we can statically prove that one does not modify variables that the other accesses.
This has the greatest impact when we are confronted with function calls. Note that in this article we do not treat interprocedural slicing [Horwitz et al. 1990] , which is another difficult problem. Rather, our algorithm will either include the entire call within a slice or not include it-and its decision will be based on static dependence analysis. When a function modifies pointer-aliased data, contemporary analyzers are often forced to assume that the operation may be on any global variable in the program. This will naturally err on the conservative side and will assume that a function call induces dependence relationships where none exist. And at worst, we will end up with code that appears totally unsliceable-when it may, in fact, be amenable to slicing. Fortunately, dependence analyzers are improving at a fast rate (see Hendren et al. [1992] and Pugh and Wonnacott [1992] ), and our algorithm will improve along with them. Also, as a last resort, a developer can obtain better slices by manually disambiguating some of memory references.
As for output and antidependences, note that they are introduced as a result of variable reuse, and they can often be eliminated by preprocessing the code. For example consider Figure 12 , which is a modified version of τ 2 's source of Figure 6 . In the modified code, two copy operations "state new = state; t5 new = t5" have been added to the beginning of the block, and all corresponding uses of these variables have been changed accordingly. As a result, the antidependence between statements L4 and L7 is broken.
Such a procedure is called a rename transformation and is frequently used in many optimizing compilers [Cytron et al. 1986; . The key idea is presented in Cytron et al. [1986] : to (1) split every assignment of form "x = f(y)" into "x.n = f(y); x = x.n" and (2) change all uses of "x" by the corresponding "x.n." Since · Richard Gerber and Seongsoo Hong the left-hand side of the assignment "x = f(y)" is stored in a temporary variable "x.n," the antidependence on "x" is broken. (Note that special care must be taken of such variables that are defined within a loop.) For additional information on issues associated with renaming, we refer the reader to Cytron et al. [1986; .
If we slice the code in Figure 12 , we obtain a smaller IO slice-which includes more statements but takes less time to execute-as below.
L1:
input(Sensor, &data); c 1 = !null(data); L2:
if (c 1) { state new = state; t5 new = t5; L3: t1 = F1(state new); L6: t4 = F4(data); L7: t5 = F5(t1, data); L9: cmd = F7(t1, t4, t5); L10:
output(Actuator, cmd); } We also rely on achieving reasonable execution time bounds for the code segments. But in the face of more complicated architectures, obtaining tight, static timing bounds is getting more difficult-due to the interplay between pipelines, hierarchical caches, shared memories, register windows, etc.
Thus one can use a two-tier approach to deal with time predictions. A static timing analyzer can be used for a rough, initial estimate. Then after program slicing is completed, the result can be verified with a more sophisticated profiler which actually runs the program. Performing such retiming is especially important in a cached memory structure, where code scheduling will always change the instruction alignment.
SCHEDULING THE SLICED TASKS
Assume that we have sliced and spliced some of the tasks in Γ. How can we schedule Γ to ensure that the event-based semantics is maintained? Any such scheme is dependent on two elements:
(1) An online scheduling policy that can exploit our task model-i.e., a task's τ IO component has to finish by the end of each period-τ State can slide over frame boundaries, and the precedence constraints between consecutive instances of τ must be maintained.
(2) An associated offline analyzer for the given scheduling policy. Note that our new task set Γ relaxes the classical model put forth in Liu and Layland [1973] : now some tasks may finish after their periods are over. This fact implies that a rate-monotonic priority assignment may not be the optimal one. Moreover, the response-time equation (Eq. (1)) in Section 3.2 is no longer the right test for schedulability. (It is overly conservative.)
In Gerber and Hong [1993] we present a RMS-based method, in which each sliced task is considered as two separate tasks during schedulability analysis. Thus each original task receives two priorities, one for τ IO and one for τ State . Its principal · 547 strengths are a simple rate-monotonic priority assignment rule and an efficient analysis test to determine schedulability. Its weakness is that the online component lacks the simplicity found in pure, static priority scheduling. The dual-priority scheme mandates a dynamic priority-exchange mechanism, which in turn requires additional kernel support. Burns [1994] pointed out these limitations, and presented an alternative in which each task is only given a single static priority-thereby obviating the extra kernel support necessary. The online component uses the same preemptive dispatching mechanisms described earlier in Section 3.2, in which priority "ties" are broken in favor of the task dispatched first. Thus, for example, a task's current iteration will finish before the next one starts.
The offline analyzer is constructive, in that it produces a feasible priority assignment if one exists. If no such assignment exists, perhaps the programmer may have to go back to the system design step and consider more aggressive system tuning.
For the actual priority assignment, Burns uses the top-level algorithm presented in Tindell et al. [1994] , along with a schedulability test for our event-based model. The algorithm assumes that all tasks have been transformed so that their IO components come first. For example, it takes as input a set Γ of transformed tasks
State n and produces as output their appropriate priority levels. It starts by looking for a task that can run at the lowest priority (level n). 4 After such a task, say, τ k is found, the algorithm proceeds to search the new task set Γ − {τ k } for the second lowest priority task, and so on. There is an important fact that leads to the correctness of this algorithm: while a task is being tested for priority level p, all p − 1 tasks whose priorities have not yet been assigned are assumed to run at higher priorities. Since a lower-priority task can never preempt the higher-priority tasks, selections made for priority levels p or below will not affect those above p.
To determine whether a sliced task
) can run at priority p, the offline analyzer in Burns [1994] basically checks whether the following conditions hold:
(1) There exists some integer k ≥ 0, such that the kth complete instance of τ i finishes by time (k + 1)T i . In other words, there is one period during which the state-update component does not slide over the frame boundary. (1) 
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else return(Check(L, τi, q + 1)); } no instance of τ i ever finishes within its T i frame and that every instance (except the 0th) is delayed by its predecessor. This, in turn, implies that there will never be a time when the CPU is unused (otherwise τ i would use it). Moreover, there is always an outstanding request for the CPU. Thus the utilization demand exceeds its capacity, i.e., the utilization demand exceeds 1. On the other hand, assume that condition (1) is true, and let M be the first instance of τ i that finishes within its T i time frame. During the interval starting at 0, and ending at the time when instance M ends, all requests that arise for the CPU get satisfied. Recall that the worst-case CPU load is highest within this interval, since all tasks originally get released simultaneously [Liu and Layland 1973] . So after instance M ends, either the utilization demand remains at 1, or it drops off. Either way the utilization does not exceed 1.
Condition (2) is required by the event-based semantics, in which the IO-handler always must complete within its time frame. And since the worst-case scheduling conditions will occur before instance M ends, we need to only check the schedulability of τ IO i up to that point. The proof that conditions (1) and (2) are both necessary and sufficient for schedulability follows directly from the theory of offline analysis presented in Audsley et al. [1993] . (Interested readers are encouraged to consult that paper for details.)
We combine several of the results from Burns [1994] into a single algorithmFeasible in Figure 13 , which checks both condition (1) and condition (2) at the same time. It also incorporates the scheduling analysis for nonsliced tasks, previously The objective is to determine whether τ i is schedulable when the tasks in L are run at higher priority-whether or not τ i is sliced. In doing this, the algorithm makes use of the following primitive functions: -sliced(τ i ) : a predicate denoting whether or not τ i is sliced.
Note that when sliced(τ i ) holds, τ i 's computation time c i is such that c i = c . The predicate on line (2) checks condition (1) above, namely whether q is the first instance of τ i that completes within its T i time frame. If this is not true then condition (2) is checked, i.e., whether at least the IO portion completes on time. If this is true, then the next instance q + 1 is tested, and so on.
Since the utilization does not exceed 1, this process is guaranteed to terminate. But what is the maximum number of recursions? Letting H be the least-common multiple of the task periods from L and τ i , we see that the recursion depth will not exceed H/T i -the number of τ i 's invocations before the system comes "full cycle." In practice, such a case would be very rare indeed, signifying a state-update component delayed in every instance but the last. In our experience, overloads will typically last one or two periods at the most. Now recall the unschedulable task set we showed earlier in Table I . For convenience, we reiterate the timing attributes of the three tasks:
Suppose that only τ 2 was sliced. This requires priority rearrangement among the tasks, since the rate-monotonic ordering is no longer optimal in the transformed · Richard Gerber and Seongsoo Hong task model. The result of new priority ordering is as follows:
In the next section we show how this ordering is obtained, and why we decided to slice τ 2 . But given that we have an ordering, we can check it using the above tests.
For τ 1 : f 1,0 = 400 < T 1 = 1000 For τ 3 : f 3,0 = 570 + 970/1000 400 = 970 < T 3 = 2500 For τ 2 : f 2 ,0 = 410 + 1780/1000 400 + 1780/2500 570 = 1780 > T 2 = 1600 f
= 220 + 1590/1000 400 + 1590/2500 570 = 1590 < T 2 = 1600 f 2 ,1 = 2 * 410 + 2590/1000 400 + 2590/2500 570 = 2590 < 2T 2 = 3200
As a result, the task set is shown to be schedulable under the new priority assignment.
PRIORITY ORDERING WITH TASK SLICING
Now we present the missing link, i.e., the algorithm that determines which tasks to slice and which to leave intact. Whereas Burns' algorithm expects that all tasks in Γ are sliced before they are submitted for priority assignment [Burns 1994 ], we also need a way to determine whether or not to slice in the first place. It is typically not desirable to blindly slice all tasks, due to execution time overhead incurred. Since we view slicing as a means of tuning an application, it should selectively be applied to tasks which will realize the greatest benefit.
To address this problem, we present an algorithm that not only finds a feasible task priority ordering, but also picks only a small subset of tasks to slice.
For a given list of tasks Γ, we refer to a certain permutation Γ of Γ as a configuration, i.e., Γ denotes a priority ordering 5 of the tasks in Γ, and sliced(τ i ) has a determined truth value for all τ i ∈ Γ . There are n! different priority orderings and 2 n possible slicing choices. Thus the algorithm's job is to choose a task configuration among 2 n · n! distinct ones in a straightforward manner. Our problem is to slice for schedulability, which is complicated by the fact that the sliced and unsliced versions of a task almost never have the same computation time. We call this the "feasible configuration problem." Definition 6.1 (Feasible Configuration). For a given Γ, a configuration Γ is said to be feasible iff all tasks in Γ meet their deadlines under the priority ordering and slicing choice denoted by Γ .
The Algorithm
We now present the selection algorithm, which uses the following variables: configuration, since most tasks, except for a small number of tasks to be sliced will end up consistent with it. -L 1 and L 2 : L 1 @L 2 holds the current list of tasks. In every invocation, Search(L 1 , L 2 ) returns either the priority-ordered list of the tasks or false if it cannot find any feasible ordering among them.
In every invocation, Search attempts to assign the last task in L 1 (variable "τ " in Figure 14 ) the priority level |L 1 | + |L 2 |. The condition on line (1) denotes that the algorithm has already generated a complete task configuration of Γ. The condition on line (2) means that the algorithm has checked all tasks in lists L 1 and L 2 for priority level |L 1 | + |L 2 |, but it can assign none of them that priority. Thus false is returned.
Otherwise, the algorithm attempts to find a feasible priority assignment for tasks up to the current priority (line (4)). If this cannot be done without τ , then τ is infeasible at the current priority. In this case the tail recursion is invoked on line (12), which will attempt to find another ordering.
But when the higher-priority tasks are schedulable, τ is checked for feasibility with them. If so, a new ordering L@[τ ] is returned. Otherwise, the algorithm slices τ and examines whether the sliced versions is feasible, after which it returns L@[τ ].
Example 6.1.1. We now trace through the algorithm, using our example task set from As in the example above, most of the time a feasible configuration is found without exhaustively exploring the search space, though the algorithm takes exponential time in the worst case; indeed, in the test cases we observed the algorithm computed a result very quickly. This is due to several reasons. First, the initial priority assignment is made in rate-monotonic order, which is the optimal one if none of the tasks get sliced. Most of the tasks end up having priorities consistent with this initial order. Second, the scheduling analysis included in the "Feasible" function can quickly rule out cases when a task is not schedulable with a set of higher-priority tasks-which will always be true if the task set is inherently unschedulable. Finally, a task is only sliced on demand, when its unsliced version cannot be scheduled within the current configuration.
CONCLUSION
In this article we presented a compiler-based system-tuning approach for fixedpriority, preemptive, real-time systems. The approach consists of two interrelated components, namely, a task-slicing algorithm and a fixed-priority scheduling strategy.
The event-based paradigm helps incorporate a higher level of abstraction into real-time domains. As we have shown, the event-based semantics constrains only those operations that are critical to real-time operation, i.e., the events denoted in the specification or those derived from it. Most importantly, it enables our compiler tools to transform the program.
For the underlying scheduling discipline, we have concentrated on rate-based scheduling, since it is one of the best understood areas in the real-time literature and one of the most widely embraced methods by practitioners. But within this field, the tradition has been to consider a "task" as an uninterpreted block of execution time-perhaps with a period, a start time, and a deadline, but no other semantics to speak of. We have shown that once we "open up" the task to consider its event-based semantics, we can help transform an unschedulable application into · 553 a schedulable one. We view this type of approach as a promising tool to use in the tuning process, which is certainly preferable to measures such as assembly-level optimization or reimplementation in silicon-two of the more common remedies.
